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Logos such as apparel logos or sport teams logos are an important part of branding today.
Companies invest good money to design, evolve, and execute the right logo for their product. Many
logos have become more famous than the brand itself. Some of the main benefits of having a great
logo are:

1. Brand Enhancement:

Logos are generally meant to enhance the brand they represent. So inseparable is this connection
that one can often not imagine a brand without its logo. Apparel logos are a case in point where the
logo must exist for the brand to make a splash. A logo often acts in the absence of the brand. At
times it may be designed to bring extra meaning to the brand.

2. Provides a distinct identity:

In some cases logos often take place of the brand to create an identity for the company. For
instance, the eaten apple instantly recalls Apple Corporation. Sport teams logos are the only way of
distinguishing a player on the field. An automotive logo on car bonnets instantly establishes its
identity. These are examples of successful campaigning where the logo has become successfully
attached to the brand in public memory.

3. Branding promotional products:

Promotional products are often small and compact. Often they have limited space that can only
carry the logo. Automotive logos are often found on cuff links, pens, and gift hampers during
promotional events. Similarly, sport teams logos may be found on balls, caps and the like during
promotional events. Logos are treated as extremely essential when branding promotional products.

4. Merchandising:

Logos are used by certain organizations in merchandising their product. This tactic is often used by
sports team. Sport teams logos on certain products earn their company millions of dollars. For
instance, just the Ferrari logo on T-shirts, caps earns the company substantial returns through
merchandising.

5. Brand name recall:

One of the major benefits of using a logo is their brand recall value. Whenever you see the logo, you
recall the brand. Certain logos such as automotive logos can be seen frequently when driving. Each
car in this case acts as a means to recall the brand by others. So strong is their association with the
brand that logos on the bonnet will instantly bring the makersâ€™ name to mind.

Logos, whether they are apparel logos, sports team logos or automotive logos give the associated
company, brand or team that extra edge. They enhance the brand and give it extra visibility. They
have excellent brand recall value and are often considered indispensible in advertising.
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